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Overview 
In visuomotor learning, the best marker of 
error-based adaptation is the sensorimotor 
aftereffect. In these experiments it is common 
to use the same behavioral task both to 
induce a visuomotor perturbation and to 
measure the amount of adaptation that has 
occurred via aftereffects. Here we rotate the 
mapping between a visual cursor and the 
hand while  participants perform a task that is 
unrelated to the center-out reaches they will 
perform to measure aftereffects.  
 
We find that the size of the aftereffect is 
primarily dependent on how similar the task 
context was in which the perturbation was 
introduced.  

Exp. 1 – Limited Transfer of Aftereffect Between Tasks 

Exp. 2 – Aftereffect from Irrelevant Task is Dose Dependent 

Exp. 3 – Aftereffect is Dependent on Task Context 
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        Baseline                            Rotation       Test 
         40 moves                                          25 minutes               40 moves 

Trial Blocks 

General Task 

Measuring the visuomotor aftereffect: 
 
• Participants made 40 center-out reaches to 8 
targets before and after a 25 minute task 
where a visuomotor rotation was gradually 
introduced as a function of time 
  
• The training task in the middle block varied 
across experiments. 

Example 30 Second Traces 

Example 30 second hand position traces 
for four 45° participants. Over the course 
of the task, the entire workspace was 
covered including the positions of the 
targets. 

Mean baseline and test hand angle 
series. Both 45° groups show a robust 
aftereffect that is very small relative to 
the imposed rotation size. Shading 
denotes standard error. 

Difference scores represent the subtraction 
of the last 8 baseline trials from the first 8 
test trials. The small aftereffects observed 
are not due to a lack of attention during the 
random-movements task. Bars denote 
standard error, dots individuals. 

In this experiment participants were required to 
do the same task as Experiment 1, the Random 
Movement Task, however we exposed each 
group to one of four different rotations, 15°, 30°, 
45° and 60°. 

The aftereffect amount showed a positive 
relationship with visuomotor rotation size, 
increasing monotonically with the perturbation. 
Note that the 45° group here is the same as the 
attentional control in Experiment 1.   

Hand angle on center-out probe for Pursuit + CO group. 
Adaptation totaled more than 20° during the perturbation block, 
but only a fraction of this learning transferred across tasks. This 
drop is unlikely to be explained by the ~45 s gap between tasks. 

Center-out probe target aftereffect compared to all other 
targets for Pursuit + CO group. The sampled target aftereffect 
was similar to other targets, indicating that the limited transfer 
at the this target may be common across the workspace. 

Training with a random 
movement task: 
 
Rotation Group – Participants 
moved a cursor about a planar 
surface in a random fashion 
while a 45° rotation was 
gradually introduced over a 25 
minute period. 
 
Rotation + Attention Group – 
A second rotation group was 
required to stop moving 
whenever the cursor turned 
red (once per epoch). 
 
Control Group – The cursor 
was not rotated during the 
random movement task.  
 
For all groups, a “randomness 
score” was provided at the end 
of each 30s epoch as a source 
of motivation. 

Although there was some variance across target 
directions, there was no direction exhibiting a 
reliable difference in aftereffect amount. 
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Random Movement 
Contexts 

Target Pursuit  
Contexts 

Point-to-Point Contexts 

Random movement of cursor, with or 
without test-phase targets visible. 

Participants tracked a randomly 
moving target (cursor and target 
visible). In one group a single 
center-out reach was performed at 
the start of each 30s epoch. 

Center-out “slices” 
made in random 
self-selected 
directions.  
(no target) 

Reaches made 
between target 
locations in 
random order. 

All reaches 
began and 
ended at the 
center location. 

Cursor Landmarks Pursuit Pursuit + CO Slicing Targets Center Out 

Mean Endpoint Angle 
 

All groups show a significant aftereffect. 

Assessing Adaptation During 
the Training Block 

Mean Endpoint Angle 
Difference Scores  

Test-Baseline (8 Trials) 

Aftereffect at Each Target Difference Scores  
Test-Baseline (8 Trials) 

Mean Endpoint Angle 

Center-Out Probe 
vs. Other Targets  

Maximum radial velocity was calculated over every 2 s interval 
of the training block (750 total samples). The two random 
movement groups (no target) moved faster on average. 

Training Block Kinematics 

Magnitude of aftereffect varied as a function of training context. 
Pursuit of a target led to larger aftereffects compared to random 
movements. Point-to-point reaches 

Difference Scores  
Test-Baseline (8 Trials) 

Cursor       
Landmarks 

Pursuit 
Pursuit + CO Targets 

Slicing Center Out 

Maximum radial velocity during the baseline and test blocks (80 
samples total). All groups showed similar reach speeds during 
the baseline and test blocks. 

Baseline & Test Kinematics 

Baseline Test 

Baseline Test 

Baseline Test 
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